DRAFT MINUTES

TOWN OF LYONS
Tuesday, November 13, 2018 5pm Meeting

Lyons Arts and Humanities Commission
Lyons Town Hall
MEMBERS: Melinda Wunder, Chrystal DeCoster, Jacob Leeuwenburgh, Betsy Hubner, Amy
Mathews, Lauren Click, Sonny Smith
LIASIONS: Jocelyn Farrell, Arielle Hodgson, Kim Mitchell
ATTENDANCE: Arielle Hodgson, Melinda Wunder, Lauren Click, Jocelyn Farrell, Kim Mitchell,
Bonnie Auslander, Betsy Hubner, Jacob Leeuwenburgh, Visitor: John McCormick
ABSENT: n/a
LEAVE OF ABSENCE:
MINUTES
1.

TOPIC: Approving last months minutes: October Minutes
DISCUSSION: a. Motion: Chrystal approved
b. Second: Jacob
c. All in favor: Motion passed

2.

TOPIC: John McCormick - Invited to present and discuss mural ideas.
DISCUSSION: John shared with us a little about himself and his art. He wants to create
art with a message. He shared some images of large scale murals he has done.
Committee discussed options for locations, possibly the North facing wall of Town Hall.
Discussed having mural up high so that it would be visible from all angels. Also
discussed placing the mural on either panels or a portable surface that can be
attached to the wall. Discussed next steps. Time, budget, and the need for the LAHC to
determine if this is a “heARTS of Lyons” project.
ACTION: John will provide a proposal with price, materials, time frame. Committee
thinks this would be more of a permanent art installation, rather than rotating.

3.

TOPIC: Street Art - crosswalk update - Sonny/Arielle
DISCUSSION: Sonny discussed the progress on the crosswalk. Progress has been at
the mercy of Sonny’s leg healing and the weather.
ACTION: Sonny will schedule a time when the weather has a 4-5 day stretch of warmer
days to work on crosswalk/complete. When he determines those days he will let
committee know.
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4.

TOPIC: Town Hall Art Shows/Chrystal
DISCUSSION: Chrystal discussed how Cathy Rivers would like to do a senior art show.
She asked them to choose timeframe and details of the show. She went over details of
the show with them.
Possible other show themes: a walk thru time, buffalo, double entendre. Chrystal asked
if there was a budget earmarked for the shows. Discussed the description of show
“tapas/potluck.” Arielle confirmed with Dolores that we can sell liquor at the art shows.
Discussion also revolved around the logistics of the shows (themes, structure, time/days,
ACTION: A sub committee to determine, budget, themes and liquor license. Sub
committee to be Lauren, Amy, Jacob, Chrystal.
5.

TOPIC: Governors Creative Leadership Award - Chrystal
DISCUSSION: Chrystal discussed the two nominations of Cathy Rivers and KC & Eric.
Chrystal discussed how KC and Eric are not overly zealous about award.
ACTION: Cathy Rivers and Pricilla are excited and will work with Crystal to go over
with them.

6.

TOPIC: Flood Memorial Bell/Kim
DISCUSSION: Kim discussed how we have 2K left (max) form the econ development
funds (2018). Discussion if we use this 2K to get it started, will we indeed be able to
come up with the 15K rest. Discussed having a sub-committee for fundraising for the
bell project.
ACTION: Based on Jocelyn’s summary in #7 after Monday we will know if we can get
the remaining 15K from the BOT

7.

TOPIC: BOT/Jocelyn
DISCUSSION: Jocelyn updated us regarding her conversation with the BOT. They were
on board with the flood memorial bell, not excited about the triangle and did not like the
3K for shock art. They offered 15K for all in one pot.
ACTION: Monday night the 15K is supposed to pass

8.

TOPIC: 2019 Workplan
DISCUSSION:
ACTION: It was determined we should have a separate workshop meeting just for this
topic. Date was scheduled for December 6th at 5pm (this will take place of December
meeting.)

9.

TOPIC: Lyons Craft Bazaar - LAHC support
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DISCUSSION: Arielle discussed that we need to have a presence here and support this
event. Discussed details of event and
ACTION: Joceyln and Lauren volunteered to help.
10.

TOPIC: heARTs of Lyons/Melinda
DISCUSSION:
Guardian - installation - Jacob gave an update.
Reven’s - Delilah on Hwy 36 - Arielle ad Melinda picked a perfect spot in front of
Western Stars. Crystal purchased stones and Blue Mountain can deliver.
Up and Coming - Bronze Dog - Jacob talked to artist and he ensured he will
make sure it’s attached to rock securely. Arielle said the bolts should be shaved
flush soon and see where that leaves us. We can try to fill the holes or cover
them. Jacob mentioned the artist could bring a stone to put on top of the existing
stone. Arielle discussed how she talked with TOL of safety concerns (kids
playing on), maybe having signs saying “enjoy with your eyes.”
Lockheart:
TimePiece: Mitch Levin - TOL has concerns about removing the existing butterfly
piece, damage surrounding areas
ACTION:
Guardian - will Jacob put on screen on Saturday afternoon. Jacob will let
Melinda know when done and then she will organize the install. Jacob will talk
with TOL team about how to hang. Arielle will get Jacob the code.
Reven’s - Arielle is just waiting on locates, then we can coordinate install.
Melinda will do Delilah while in Hawaii. Arielle will notify when we get locates.
Up and Coming - Bronze Dog - Jacob to talk to artist about safety concerns.
TimePiece: TOL offered to help put it in another spot, possibly marquee spot, a
new spot will need to be determined.

Next Meeting:

In place of our regular meeting we will have the 2019 workshop meeting
on December 6th at 5pm
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